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Instrumentation 
 
 

3 Flutes (#3 doubling piccolo) 
3 Oboes (#3 doubling English horn) 
3 Clarinets in Bb (#3 doubling bass clarinet) 
3 Bassoons 
 
4 Horns in F 
 
3 Trumpets in C* 
2 Tenor Trombones 
1 Bass Trombone (#3) 
Tuba 
 
Harp 
 
Piano 
 
Timpani 
 
Three Percussion 
 
I:  Orchestral Chimes 

Vibraphone 
Snare Drum 
Tambourine 
Xylophone 
Field Drum 

 
II: Glockenspiel (shared w/#1) 

Crotales 
Slapstick (shared w/#3) 
2 Tam-tams (shared w/#3) 
5 Tom-Toms 

 
III: Bass Drum (shared w.#2) 

Marimba 
 
Violin I and II 
Viola 
Violoncello 
Contrabass 
 
[*) Note: Parts for Trumpets in The Big Room and Memories of 
Forgotten Ancestors are notated as Trumpets in C. Trumpets in The 
World Turned Upside Down are notated as Trumpets in Bb. 
Trumpets in Bb or C may be used for the entire symphony, but this 
discrepancy should be noted by both conductor and trumpets.] 
 
Timing (approximate)  
 
I: 9’ 
 
II: 7’ 
 
III: 10’ 
______ 

       
Total: 26’ 
 
Score is in C, except for traditional octave transpositions of piccolo, 
contrabass, and relevant percussion 
 
 



Descriptive Note: 
 

Symphony No.3, “The World Turned Upside Down” is an essay on the 
presence of the past, and our perpetual creative dialogue with it. It consists of three 
movements, each of which treats this subject in a different manner. 

 
 
1. The Big Room---a great space, as its title suggests, this opening movement 

evokes an immense musical environment in which sounds from the past 
reverberate within a framework which is eternal. The timeless is suggested 
by a continual succession of sharp ringing attacks, each fading away, like 
stars in a vast night sky. The reverberant musics in the background are more 
tonal, wisps of memory from fragments of past pieces. 
 
 

2. Memories of Forgotten Ancestors---This movement is a sequence of 
“mystery-middles”, i.e. the background accompanimental figures of each 
section are taken directly from similar backgrounds in a series of major 
repertoire works of the 18th, 19th, and early 20th centuries (all public domain), 
over which I have written original thematic material. The effect is that of a 
palimpsest, where layers of music from different periods are transcribed one 
upon another. This is the most dense and intense music of the symphony, yet 
it should remain strangely familiar throughout. By the end its ideas are 
tumbling one on top of another, like one’s life flashing before one’s eyes. It 
is a dream-scherzo: surreal, shifting, mercurial.  

 
 

3. The World Turned Upside Down---In this finale, the music reaches a new 
equilibrium. The title is the same as that of the tune on which the music is 
based, a popular ditty of the 18th century played by the British as they 
surrendered at Yorktown. I have always found its words evocative of a 
moment when the whole world was changing, with global implications we 
are still trying to figure out. The music blends minimalist repetition, 
extended tonality, and American folk music sources to aim toward an 
expansive, open, dynamic, new musical practice. 

 
 

These three movements are all “modular”, i.e. they are each a self-contained 
tone poem which can be performed separately. For full impact however, they have 
been conceived from the outset as a symphony whose full argument and impact is 
best served by full performance. 
           ----Robert Carl 


